MAGI-MELT ICE MELTING COMPOUND

USER BENEFITS:

- EFFECTIVE
- FAST-ACTING
- ECONOMICAL
- EASY TO USE

MAGI-MELT ICE MELTING COMPOUND, in pellet form, generates its own heat on contact with ice and snow. Its melting action is speedy and effective. It is active down to -55°C. Ideal for use where hazardous ice and snow conditions threaten safety.

MAGI-MELT is Effective

MAGI-MELT is effective in removing icy-snow quickly with little labor. This unique ability makes MAGI-MELT the ice melting compound of choice around office buildings, farms, car lots, schools, restaurants, retail stores, hotels and motels. Clean, safe walks and drives attract more customers to places of business.

MAGI-MELT is Fast Acting

MAGI-MELT’s melting action is speedy and effective! Generates its own heat on contact with ice and snow. Active down to -55°C. Works where you want it and when you need it.

MAGI-MELT is Economical

MAGI-MELT pays for itself with time and labor saved. Normally, only 2 to 4 ounces per square meter quickly removes icy snow, helping prevent accidents due to slippery surfaces. It further cuts winter maintenance costs by eliminating hours of back-breaking drudgery in freezing drains, downspouts, railroad switches and other outside equipment with winter’s icy grip.

MAGI-MELT is Easy To Use

MAGI-MELT is light and easy to handle. Sprinkle sparingly over the icy surface by hand, scoop shovel or mechanical spreader. MAGI-MELT is packaged in easy to store, 20 kg pails which require little storage space. Containers should be tightly sealed after each use and stored in a dry area.
MAGI-MELT
The Best Ice-Melter Since The Sun!
Ice-Melting Power Where You Want It When You Need It!

Parking Lots
Loading Docks
Ramps
Walkways
Drive Ways
Steps
Railroad Switches

SPECIFICATIONS

MAGI-MELT
Product Code #3165

SIEVE ANALYSIS
Through #4 Screen 95-100%
Through #20 Screen 0-10%

HYDRATION DETERMINATION (25% Solution) 50°F. Rise in Temperature

MELTING ABILITY Melt Ice in Freezer

Active Ingredients Anhydrous Calcium Chloride

Shelf Life Indefinite if kept tightly sealed and dry

NOTE: MAGI-MELT attracts moisture from the air. Keep container tightly sealed after each use and in safe, dry area out of reach of children. MAGI-MELT has been used freely on most paved surfaces without fear of damage for many years. However, cement and concrete surfaces which have not been properly constructed or have not aged sufficiently may have the tendency to scale and spall. Because we have no control over these factors, the use of MAGI-MELT on these surfaces is at customer’s risk. MAGI-MELT may slightly brown grass at the edge of concrete areas due to drain-off, but grass should become normal again with warm weather. Will not harm shrubs and trees unless they are in low-lying areas where drain off is allowed to stand for a great length of time.

To avoid pitting of some concrete areas, sweep clean or flush material as soon as weather permits.

Handling Information: For safe handling of the product, read the Safety Data Sheet (SDS).